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speeches, and some of them look grand in their snow-
kit at the thes dansants.
This year I stayed at the Carlton Hotel, which has the
highest situation in the town. There the sun appears
over the Alps one hour earlier than for the people in the
houses below, and stays for an extra hour in the evening.
"Au sommet de ces monts couronnes de his sombres,
Le crepuscule encore jette un dernier rayon"
Life is pleasant and happy at this hotel, and for gaiety
you can chalk up your nightly appearance in the Palace
Bar and receive your welcoming cocktail from Mr.
"Billy" Reardon on the table to the left as you go in. At
the next table you will see Mr. Louis Bromfield, the
American author, who skis like an expert all the day,
entertains his friends all the evening, and at some
time or other in the twenty-four hours must write like an
expert.
Sir John Maffey, almost pinioned by some of the
juvenile division as they escort him to the bar, looks a
Triton among minnows and listens with an air of polite
gravity to their confidences. You will see him make an
equally polite escape after a few minutes. M. Badrutt
discourses about his Chesa Veglia restaurant, which is
full for every meal, and offers to take you to see his picture
of the "Sixtine Madonna." He tells you its story: after-
wards you wonder with him, "Is it the original?"
At Suvretta House you move into almost a Grosvenor
Square atmosphere. Colonel Hans Bon runs everything
perfectly and there are gay nights in the bar, but if the
temperature looks like rising too high the Colonel's tact
is well to the fore, and that concludes the entertainment
for the evening, as the conjurers say.

